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OÎAPTBa I 
INTRODOCTIOK 
THE PTiOBLEM
For many years It has been the habit of schools and states to 
set a certain age as the date of maturity upon which a child shall 
enter school* The chronological age of six years» varied by several 
months each way» la the age accepted by a majority of schools and states 
as the entering age*
Host school officials realise that factors other than chrono­
logical age need to be taken into «wnslderatlon when a criterion is 
being set up on requirements for school entrance.
White found» in a study of 243 attendance units in Montana» 
that two-fifths of the 243 units did not know when their school 
entrance poli<qr had gone into effect# In onlf one-third had there been 
any change in policy in the five years before 1955-56.̂
The school administrators of the above mentioned att@adance 
units reported that practice consists largely of using a chronological 
age first grade entrance date. Only twenty-nine percent of the 
administrators wished to continue the use of the single criterion of
L̂awremce Edward White» **A Survey Of The First Grade Entrance Requirements For Montana Public Schools And Administrative Suggestions 
For Their Improvement" (unpublished Master's professional paper» The 
Montana State University» lÜLssoula» 1956), p. 20.
-1-
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chronological age for echooX entrance,̂
The following which la taken from a study by Killer will help 
to bear out the inadaquaoy of present school entrance practices.
In May* 1950* the Stone-¥ebster Reading Test was given to 306 
first-grade pupils and comparisons were made of the percentile rank 
standings of the various age groups,
Thm young child tested for admission constituted the only age 
group which had no scores among the lowest quarter. In other words* 
none were reading failures. The younger group constituted those 
children whose chronological age was from five years six months to 
five years ten months.
Careful analysis of the results of these young childr^ tested 
for readiness indicated that these children* on the whole* were well 
adjusted. They scored well above average in popularity* leadership* 
and favorable personality traits. The achievwaemt tests of these 
children revealed that* %fith rare exceptions* they vrere above average 
in academic achievement, Th^ were also above average in intelligence 
as indicated by mental test results.)
This study and others seem to point to the conclusion that 
chronological age Is not so important in the académie* social and 
«notional adjustment of the child as many p^ple think,̂
2lbid.. p. 35.
3 Vera V, Killer* **Acadeinie Achievement And Social Adjustment Of Childrwi Young For %eir Grade Placemœat," The Elementary School
57t259-62, 1957.
4 James R. Hobson* "Mental Age As A %*rkable Criterion For School 
Admission* "The Flementarv School Journal. 48:312-21* February* 1948; 
and Xhes B, King* "Effects Of Age Of Entrance Into Grade I Upon Achieve­
ment In Elementaiy School*" The Elementary School Journal. 55:171-78. February, 1955. ^
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Significance of the problem. Many schools in practice assume 
that when a child has become a certain age he is automatically ready 
to take on the responsibilities that axe required on entering school# 
This may not necessarily be the case. If schools would use a specified 
mental age, obtained by testing and observing a number of pupils, as 
an added criterion on which to base school entry perhaps there would 
be fewer immature children in the îtdjmary grades today. The child 
who is immature or non-ready for the school program m&f not be the 
same youngster %Ao is yoimg chronologically.
People still cling to their traditional concepts even as new 
facts «merge. Nothing is more difficult for the educator to 
conceive, apparently, than the notion that school achievmmmit might be better œeaœxred with reference to the range of achieve­
ment of an age group than with reference to a grade, even when 
the grade is known to be a continuously shifting datum.)
The following concept of readiness by Hildreth will clarify 
what is meant when the terms readiness and non-readiness or Immature 
are used in this study.
Tho ecmcept of readiness for learning suggests that because 
of having attained a certain stage in development the child 
is more ready to learn new habits, skills, or concepts than he 
has up to this point. Tetovo this time, effort to learn would result in failure.»
Purpose of this study. %e purpose of this study was: (1) to 
prescsit by ipraphieal means an approxiaaticn of the relation̂ lip which 
exists between mental age and scholastic achievement and chronological 
age and scholastic achievement of pupils in grades one, two, three.
Ŝthel L. Cornell, *The Developsient And Application Of Age Progress Percwitlle Norms Of Elementary School Achievement," Journal Of Experimental Education. 12:201, March, 1944.
Ĝertrude Hildreth, Child Oroî h Throu«;h Education (New York: The Ronald Press Coaqpany, 19W7 pT39.
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fovacp and flT* of School District Ig, B&saonla» Montana; and (2) to 
detamdno the bearing mental age has on grade failure and chronological 
age has on grade fallnre of the studœits described in (1) above.
The aaaount of the above similarity was determined in the follow­
ing ways* (1) relating the grade placem^t scores of the stndents, as 
obtained from the Stanford AchlevM̂ ant Test Scores, with the chrono­
logical age, of the pupils, as of Septejod&er first of the year in which 
they witered each of the grades one, two, three, four, and five and 
comparing each of the individual age group medians with the experiment 
groups* median, the Missoula norm, and the national norm; (2) observing 
the relationship of grade plaemaent scores of the total group with the 
girls* group and the boys* group and the relationship of the boys* 
group median and girls* group median with the ê qmrlmental group 
median, the Mlseoula iu»rm, and the national norm; (3) comparing the 
percmit of student failures as grouped by mental age groups with the 
percent of student failures as grouped by chronological age groups; and 
(4) comparing the percent of pupils achieving below the experimeatal 
group median as grouped mental age with those grouped by chrono­
logical age for each of the first five grades.
Scops of the study. %e study was made only in School District 1, 
Of Missoula, Montana, with grade school pupils %dio started their school 
career in the first grade during the school year 1951-52 and idw* were 
in cœtinuotts attwdance in the Missoula Schools until the end of the 
school year 1955-56. Only the studœits who were in cwtinuous attend­
ance in the Missoula Sdiools for their first five years of school and 
for idiom intelllgwice test scores and Stanford Achievement Test scores 
were available for each year of their school life were used in the study.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Idffiltatlong of the Hatltatlons of the study are as
follows t (1) only the group of ohlldresn who started the first grade in 
1951 and who continued in school for their first five years were in-» 
elwied in the study# (2) only pupils id» had taken the Stanford Achieve­
ment Test for each of their first five years of school and who had an 
intellig<mce test score available were used In the study# and (3) the 
study was made only in School District 1# Missoula, Montana.
Procedures used in this study. The official scores for achieve­
ment were compiled from the results of Stanfon̂  Achievement Tests.?
The scores for intelligence were compiled from the results of the 
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests, the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental 
Ability fests. and the Revised Stanford-Binet Scale.̂  The scores were 
obtained from the permanent records that are on file in the offices 
of School District 1, KissouXa, Montana. This material was made avail­
able through the coopération of school officials.̂
Hie metWd #^loyed for reporting the findings of the study was 
that of a ecuablnatlon of FL̂ ires 1 through 29 and Tables I, H, III* 
and 17. The figures wHl show: (l) the average batteiy achlevMwnt 
score for each gMde as grouped grade entering age# (2) the average
?Truman L* Kelly* Gdles M* Rut̂ * and Lewis K. Terman* "Stanford 
Achievement Test*" Yonkers* N* Y.t World Book Company.
Kuhlmann and Rose G. Anderson* "Kuhlmann-Anderscm Intelli­
gence Tests*** Minneapolis* Minn, i Eductlcmal Teat Bureau, Inc.; Arthur 
S. Otis* "Otis Quiidc Scoring Mental Ability Tests*" Yonkers* K. Y. 1 World Book Coî panyi Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill* "Revised Stan— 
ford-Binet Scale*" New York* Houghton Mifflin Company.
S. Porter, Superintendent of Schools* School District 1* 
Missoula* Montana# and S. J* Knutson* Curriculum Coordinator* SchKx>l District 1* Missoula* Montana.
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battery achievement score for boys and girls of ea(A grade as grouped 
by grade entering age; (3) a coit̂ îariaon of achleveiaent scores for each 
grade for the total group, the girls* group, and the boys* group; (4) a 
percent distribution showing the number of students retained by mental 
age groups and by chronological age groups; and (5) a percent distri­
bution showing the number of students that are below the group median 
by Eieantal age groups and by chronological age groupa.
The tables will contain the data for the figures listed in (4) 
and (5) above.
Qilldrcn of age groups five years ei^t months and five years 
nine months were admitted to the first grade of school only on satis- 
factozy eoapletitm of the Van Wagenen Readiftg Readiness Test»^ This 
test is oonqposed of tests covering six different areas; this lends 
value to the total test tdian It la used for diagnostic purposes.
Russel*a review of the Van Wagenen Reading Readiness Test 
points out these advantages I "Since Van Wagenen*s Reading Readiness 
Test is made up of six subtests adndnistored individually it had more 
diagzwstio possibilities than siag>ler tests such as Stone and Groves 
Classification Test For Beginnere In Readjĵ g."
%e six tests. Range, Perception of Relations, Vocabulaiy-oppo- 
sites, Memory Span for Ideas, Word Bisorindnation, and Word teaming, 
"obviously attempt to measure quite different ablllti&es and agree with 
the common view that readiness for reading Is a complex of factors."^
J. Van Wagenen, "Van Wagenen Reading Readiness Test," 
Minneapoliss Educational Test Bureau, 1938.
^^avid H, Russel, The Third Mental Measurements Yearbook (ed#
0. K. Buros. Mewark, New Jerseyt Rutgers University Press, 1949), p. 550.
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In the een̂ ilation of the findings of this study the two younger 
&ge groups* five years eight months and five years nine months* were 
used as if they had entered school the came ao the cXdor chlldrcvi»
These younger children entered school only on satisfactory completion 
of the Van Wagenen Reading Readiness Test. The other pupils in the 
older age groups «altered school after reaching the specified ehrono*» 
logical age of at least five years ten months. This should be kept 
in mind by the reader as he proceeds through the report*
The related literature used in connection with this study aids 
in making ocrâ iarisons of the findings of this study with the results 
of other stwiias*
The order of reporting the subsegient chapters is as follows i 
Chapter II will contain a review of related literature* Chapter HI will 
contain the treatment of data of this study* Chapter IV will include 
the summary and recommendations* Appendix A tolls why certain pupils 
not before mentioned %*ere left out of the study* and Appmidix B includes 
the raw data from which the results of this stu^ were made*
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OP RELATED LTTERATURB
MENTAL A® AND CHRONOLOGICAL AŒ AS IffiLATED TO SCHOOL 
ACHIEVmENT AND HEADING ÂCHIEVEME3ÎT
Relatlonahtp of general school aohlevmrwnt to itwntal age and to 
chronological aee. Hobson conducted « study In the public schools of 
Brookline0 Massachusetts» In this «grstem all childrws were admitted to 
grade one after reaching the age of five years-nine months* Qilldrw as 
much as nine months below the required chronological age were admitted 
to school upon satisfactory completion of trial entrance tests. This 
group was known as the yoimger or undesMige group.
Hobson concluded that this younger age group admitted by test 
did superior academic woxk: as compared to other children in their grade* 
He recommended that a six-months range of chronological age be used for 
testing under-age children and a mental age of sevwnty-four months be 
a reepilremact for trial admission Into the first grade*̂
adLelds found that no grade one implls with a mental age of 
seventy-two months or hl^er was retained In grade one.̂
Hildreth states that children in the convnntional first grade 
tmid to fall unless they have a mental age of about seventy-six months.
Ijames R. Hobson, "Mental Age As A Workable Crlterlesi For Sdbool Admission," The Elementary School Journal. <312-20, February, 1943#
%eed L* Shields, "A Study Of Some Factors That Are Related To Success And Failure In The First Grade Progrcos Of School District 1, Missoula, Montana" (unpublished Master's thesis. The Montana State 
University, Missoula, 1956), p. 27#
— B —
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but that children with a mental age of aeventy-elght months or higher 
tend to make good progress in grade one.̂
The above Is somevdiat In contrast to what Gates found in a 
study made of four groups of children* He says*
In the first of the four groups of children, well adjusted to individual differences, a mental age of five years appears to be 
sufficient. Of the ̂ lildren equaling or eaœeedlng a mental age of Ü.VS years in this group, none appeared to be seriously re# 
tarded and only 7 per cent fell below a reading grade of 1.95, 
which was the average reading achievwaent for pupils in America at 
large at the time in the school year that the measurement was made* A second group was foiaul in which the sdnlmam reading age %#as a 
half#year hl#%er# A third group required a mental age of about 
6.0, or one full year higher. In a fourth group, representing the opposite extreme of the first, children with a mmital age of 6.5 faiwi none too well, and some of those with mmtal ages of 7.0 
or above had difficulty. Of the latter, 36 per cent failed to 
exceed the national norm. General statmamxts that any given mental age should be achieved by a pupil before he begins the beglxming program are mlsleading.4
Arthur in a study of childrwx in mental age groups, with a 
mlnimm age group of five years-sero months to five years-four months 
and a maximum age group of seven years#five months to seven years-nine 
months, found that the reading coaqxrehcnsion scores of the groups In# 
creased as the mental age increased. He found that a mental age of 
six to six and a half years was in general necessary for first grade 
achievement. ̂
Relationship of reading achievement to mental age and to chrono#
Ĝertrude Hildreth, "Ago Standards For First Grade Entrance," 
Childhood Education. 23*24, September, 1946.
Ârthur I. Gates, "The Necessary Mental Age For Beginning 
Reading," The Elementary School Journal. 37*497—500, 1937.
%race Arthur, *A Quantitative Study Of The Results Of Grouping 
Flrst-Chrade Classes According To Kmital Age," Journal Of Educational 
Research. 12*177-79, 1925*
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Xoglcal aee. The following are reeulte of a etWy made by Horphett 
and Waehbume of Wlnnetka, Illinolet (1) Mental age alone showed a 
larger degree of correlation with reading progress than did the intell­
igence quotient or the average of mental and chronological ages; (2) 
the ehildrmi with a mental age of six years and six months made much 
better progress in reading than did those of less maturity, but they 
made less satisfactory progress than did those whose mental age was six 
months greater; and (3) the gain in ability up to six years and six 
months of mental age, however, was much greater than the subsequent 
gain# They stated the conclusion that by postponing the teaching of 
reading until children reach a mental age of six years and a half, 
teachers could greatly decrease the chances of failure and discourage­
ment and could corespondlngly lncr#&se their efficiency#̂
Thomson relates the results of her study over a period of four 
years# In the 1930 to 1932 period fifty percent of the first-grade 
entrants in the school under study were less than five years and tan 
months of age# In the period from 1932 to 1934 only tan percmrit were 
two months below six years of age chronologieally. The second group. 
Including children who were on the whole above the age of six years, 
attacked the reading process with much more enthusiasm and success with 
the result that fewer difficulties developed which would be classified 
as social, emotional, or mental*̂
Ĥabel Vogel Morihett and Carleton Washbume, "Whan %ould Children Begin To Read," The Elenwntarv School Journal# 31*496-503, 
March, 1931*
Ĵennie Uoyd Thomson, "Big Gains From Postponed Reading," 
Journal Of Education# 117*445-46, October, 1934#
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BigttXow llkewlg# points out that th# later the emtranee of the 
pupil to the first grade the better the personal adjustment to the 
entire school program* She studied school success and Its relationship 
to mental age and chronological age at the tisM» of school entrance*
The following conclusions mere drawn i If a child is below six years 
old chronologically and has a mental age of six years and ten months or 
above# he is practically certain to succeed in school. If his mental 
age is between six years and el^t months and six years and nine months, 
inclusive, he has a good chance of success. A child ehronolô cally 
between six years and six years and four months of age has a good chance
of success if his mental age Is six years and four months or above# k
child wW is chrwmloglcally below six years and four mon^s of age 
and whose mental age is below six years has practically no chance of 
success, k child chronologically below six years of age %dth mental age 
between six years and six years and seven months, or a child ^rono-
logically between six years and six years and four months of age with
ssmtal age bet%#een six years and six years and three months, inclusive, 
has some chance of success if he is sufficiently mature physically, 
socially, and «motiooaHy.^
The above is eommdiat in contrast to idiat H«rrison says. She 
holds that the single factor which most accurately determines readiness 
to read is that of mental age. She says chronological age has very 
little to do with reading readiness except as it Is considered in 
determining the mental age of the first-grade entrant. It is to a 
slight degree indicative of the amount of eaqperience a child has had.
%liaabeth B. Bigelow, **3chool Progress Of Under-Age Obdldren,' 
The Elementary School Journal. 35 >136-92, November, 1934.
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but tn terms of time onlŷ  not in quality nor extmat. It has been 
almost the sole criterion of fitness for «mtrance to first grade and 
the beginning of the reading skills* The result has been failure for 
too large a ineportioa of first-grade pupils.̂  Harrison saors*
In light of these facts* ee should no longer consider the 
sixth birthday as the open door to reading Instruction* ¥e 
it is true* select some children for first-grade «itrance at that 
age or even a little younger if their aunttal ages are veil tn 
advance of the normal slm»yearwold and provided they are veil 
developed physically* socially* and emotionally* For others nm 
should postpone first-grade entrance until a time at vhieh they have 
suffleiimt mental maturity to attadc the complex skill of reading | for some this wUl be as late as seven years of age*l̂
FACTORS OTHm THAN MENTAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL AGE WHICH ARE 
RELATED TO SUCCESS IN READING
A phvslolegieal approach to reading readiness. Betts feels that 
the maturation of the physiological processes Is undoubtedly a factor 
of paramount inertance In success or failure In reading* He says:
Indeed* there are yet no adeqpiate or highly reliable tests for 
the determination of psychological preparedness generally known as "reading readiness*" Maturity of function* as well as freedom 
from physiological defects* contributes directly to physiological 
readiness to read* Certain specific maturations after reading readiness Is established writ «mreful consideration.At least two levels of readiness to read should be studied*
The first level is Characterised ty psychological readiness* On 
this level the child can be caused to want to leem to read by a series of reading—readiness activities* Also* he may be able to 
discriminate between word configurations* Nevertheless* a child 
may be psychologically ready to read and not meet the seccmd level* 
the ihysiologic^ requirements* The essentials here are normal
%• Lueile Harrison* Reading Readinesè. (New Torkt Houghtcm 
Mifflin Company* 193̂ i p. 6-17*
^id*. p* 20.
^Emmentt Albert Betts* "A Physiological Approach To The Analy­
sis Of Reading Disabilities," Educational Research Bulletin. 13*138* 
September* 1934*
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visual acuity end binocular co-ordination. Given normal visual 
acuity* that is* an abecoice of a pathological condition or a 
refractive error* the subject met have the power to maintain his 
binocular co-ordination during the entire period of reading. 
Interrelated with these two levels are maturation factors such as auditory span and visual span. 12
In a study by Dean visual efflclentgr in Itself did not deter­
mine whether a child would succeed or fall in grade one* He says:
La^ of visual efficiency may be a serious drawback to chlldran 
in their school work, Nervous instability* restlessness* headaches* 
or other results of visual deficiency may seriously han̂ >er school 
progress In one way or another* but* according to the present evidence* such defects* on the whole* do not ii#air reading 
efflel«icy at the first-grade level to the extant that prediction of success or failure can be based on the absence or the presence of such defects,^
Intelligence as a factor in reading success. In a study by 
Hawthorne of one hundred and four pujdls* of average Intelligence* but 
with as much as three years retardation in reading* remedial work given 
these pupils resulted in the following: There was no corresponding 
improvement In intelligence such as would be expected if the intell- 
ig^ee tests were dependent to a large extmt upon reading ability.
There was a low correlation between initial retardation and the I, Q,
An insignificant relationship between the I* Q. and the amount of 
inprovesumt made in reading during this period of remedial instruction 
was found. There was an inslgnlĴ eant relationship between the degree 
of initial retardation and the degree of improvement in reading,^
^Ibld. . p. 174.
^Charles D. Dean* "Predicting First Grade Reading Â evemont*** 
The Elementary School Journal, 39:611-12* April* 1939,
^J, W. Hawthorne* "The Effects Of Improvement In Reading 
Ability On Intelligence-Test Scores*" Journal 0£ Educational Pgg- 
cholo/rv. 26:41-51* January* 1935.
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Data from a study made by McCullough show that although there 
was a relation between intelligence and reading-conqprehenslon scores, 
there was no correlation between Intelligence and the amount of gain 
in reading comprehensixm during a ten-week remedial training period.
Durrell found that the I. Q.*a from the group tests appeared to 
vary to a significant degree with the reading accomplishement of groups 
meandned. Since school success depmded to a large extmt on reading 
ability he concluded that the presence of reading items in a test will 
not necessarily invalidate it as a measure for the prediction of school 
success if the reading accomplissent of the child is relatively con­
stant. Yet he felt that the presence of the large factor of reading in 
intelligœice tests will allow many chlldrw to be classed as dull who 
are Mally normal or bright but idio have poor reading ability.
OurreU says the following in regard to the group intelligence
teat;
It follows that the group intelligence test involving a great 
number of reading items should not be used as a basis for intell­
igence or accomplish«Mmt ouoticmts. It appears to be a reading 
test incorrectly labeled.17
The use of intelligence as a criterion for reading readiness is 
well described by Petty in the following statement;
Certainly intelligence is a very potent factor in the determine
Inconstance McCullough, "Relationship Between Intelligence And 
Gains In Reading Ability," Journal Of Educational Psychology. 30i6Bd- 
92, December, 1939#
^^^nald D. Durrell, "%e Influence Of Reading Ability On 
Intelligence Measures," Journal Of Educational Psychology. 24:413-16, 
September, 1933#
17lbid.. p. 416.
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et Ion of reading readiness » but it Is equally true that the oorrelat- ions found are low «meugh that the impoztanee of other factors oust be recognlaed.lô
The effect of sex on reading achievement. The following data 
are taken from a study made by Wilson of 400 pupils in the Horace Mann 
School of Teachers College* Columbia tbiiTsrslty* New Toxic.
The Msults are as follows t
1. At grade one level the girls did slightly better than the 
boys in sheading and letter tests, althou^ they had about the same 
mental age as boys, while the boys were somewhat superior in Intell- 
igenee.
2. At grade two level significant differences indicating the 
superiority of the girls were ajRparent In mental, reading, and letter 
abilities I but superiority of the girls was greatest in mmtal abilities.
3. At the third grade level the girls tended sossndiat to surpass 
the boys in mental abilities, but showed no clear superioxity in reading 
or letter abilities.̂ ?
Î lson says*
The eoneluidon seems to be that neither superior mental abil» 
ities alone or in themselves produced superior reading ability, nor 
did sex do so. Perhaps the diffexwiees varied from grade level to grade level because of mattirity factors.̂ O
It would seem probable that the reasons for more rapid progress 
by girls are related to leax*ning Interests and dispositions, rather
lAtaxy dare Petty, "An SxperImitai Study Of Certain Factors 
Influencing Reading Readiness," Journal Of Educational Psyehology. 
30*2^, March, 1939.
^%rank T. Wilson, "Sex Dlffex̂ ences In Beginning Reading In A 
Progressive School," Journal Educational Research. 32*570-02, 
April, 1939.
^Ibld.. p. 577-7Ô.
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than by more subtle sex differences, such as mental qualities 
characteristic of femininity* Perhaps the interests and disposit­
ions of girls making thm more faTOrably inclined to learning, are in part to be explained by their greater #iysleloglcal maturity, 
which la an established significant difference at the ages of primary school <*lldren.21
Shields in his study, fotmd that in the younger age groups, up 
through the group six years-two months, the norm achiercmient of the 
girls definitely exceeded that of the boys*^
Pauley has the following to say in regard to sex differences 
and school entrance i
hkmy childr«i are not ready for the traditional first grade of 
publio school Tdien they are chronologically approaching six years 
of age. Particularly is this true of boys. Boys usually develop  ̂in nearly all respects more slowly than girls. Much of the re- 
sear<dt in sex differrnices indicates that girls should be admitted at least three or more months younger than boys; or, better, that the entering age for boys should be raised three or more months.^
s m m x  OP REIATED laTERàTüHE
Relationship of general school achievement to mental age and to 
chronological age. - The majority of the wzdters reviewed here suggested 
that a mmtal age of about six and a half years was necessary for school 
achievement in grade one. Gates held that mental age was not neces­
sarily the only criterion that should be used for predicting success 
in reading.
There was substantial agreemmit that no definite chronological 
age be the only entrance requiremant. Other factors such as mental age
^Ibld.. p. 5Ô1.
22shields, ££. cit.. p. 22,
^Prank R. Pauley, "Sex Differences And Legal School Entrance 
Age," Journal Of Educational Research. 45sl»9, September, 1951.
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and raadiness should miter In Whrni a criterion Is being set up on 
school entranceé
Relationship of reading achievement to mental a/j» and to 
chronological asfe- Chronologieal age should not be the only factor 
TOnsidered when predicting reading readiness* although there were 
implicaticms that the older child adjusts better to the teaching of 
reading# The writers* here reviewed were in substantial agreement that 
a mental age of elx and a half years should be attained by a pupil 
before he or she would be ready for reading instruction*
k Tdiyeiologleal anwoach to reading readiness* Such physio­
logical factors as visual acuity and binocular co-ordination were con­
sidered to be positively related to success in a reading program.
Intelligence as a factor in reading success. Hawthorne did not 
find Improvement on intelligence tests depmident on reading while 
Durrell felt that group inteHingmnce tests were actually reading 
tests*
Intelligence was generally considered a factor in reading success* 
though correlations between reading improvemmit and intelligence were 
low*
The effect of sex on reading achievement* Girls did slightly 
better than boys in reading during the early elementary grades. That 
the girls exceeded the boys because of interests* dispositions* and 
their greater physiological maturity at an earlier age was generally 
accepted in the studies reviewed*
Pauly recommended that the school entering age for boys be
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rais^ three menthe or more to help take care of the late maturity 
of boy»*^
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CHAPTER HI 
riNDINGS
ACHIEVEMENT AND CHHONOIjOGICAI, AGE
OoTBparlSQiia ot achievement swres of gtmienta aa Frouped hr 
pyada anterlng agea. The data regarding the aeholastio achievement ef 
257 first grade papiXa grouped according to eehooX entering age are 
given la figure 1* page 20*
The grade placement a cores* aa measured hy the Stanford Achieve­
ment teat* are on the vertical axis* These scores have a range of 0.7 
to 4,0 for grade one. The horiJcontal axle includes both the number of 
students in each age group and the age of the entering children. The 
ages of the atudœits as of September 1* 1951* vary from five years- 
eight months with R eqpial to sevea to six years-ten months with N 
equal to five* where R equals the ntaaber of pupils in that age group.
The average X. Q* score of each age group is at the upper extremity of 
that group.
The reader will note the combination of a rectangle and a str­
aight line has been used to chow the distribution of the Stanford Achieve, 
mmt test scores for each age group* The rectangle and straight line 
should be given the following interpretation # One end of the line to the 
other end indicates the range over which the test scores extended for 
each particular age group. The lower straight line shows the distri­
bution of the lower twenty-five percent of the age group. The upper 
straight line shows the upper twenty-five percent of the age group. The
-19-
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rectangle indicates the spread ot the middle fifty percent of the test 
scores of the age group* The short herisontal line in each rectangle 
bIkwo the posltitm of the median of this fifty percent group* Ihe 
median line varies in its position in the rectangle depending on how 
scores tend to spread wA or oemfUct*
The top hroken line running horisontally across the figure is 
the median line for the experimental group* The lower broken line 
is the mid-score lime or norm for all the Missoula first gimde pupils 
on the test for the school year 1951-52* The lower horizontal» or 
solid line» is the national norm*
The above interpretation idilcd* was given for Figure 1 will also 
suffice for figures 1 through 15*
In figure 1 there are et̂ iteen children in the six years- 
seven month group with a grade püaemssnt range from 0*7 to 4*0. The 
unit» 0*7» should be read as a test placmaent equivalent to the seventh 
month of the year preceding the first grade. The unit» 4.0» should 
be read as a test placeŝ it equivalmnt to the beginning of grade four* 
Another exasqple %muld be the unit» 1*7| this should be read as the test 
placement equivalent to the seventh month of grade one# %e lower 
twaaty-flve percent of the pupils had a range from. 0.7 to 1*63 and the 
ttî r t%mnty»five percent had a range of 2*83 to 4*0* The middle 
fifty percent includes the pupils between 1*63 and 2*83 with a median 
of 2.40* This group median of 2*40 Is just slightly higher than the 
eaqpeHmental group median of 2*38 for grade one*
Data in Figure 1 show that first grade pupils in School District 
1» Missoula» Montana did not differ greatly by age groups in achievement 
as measured by the Stanford Achievement Test* However» in the separate
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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age groupe there was found an achievement spread ranging from one 
year»teo mmths to three yeare-five months. S@%ields found the same 
type of variation In his study with an achievement grade placement 
range of from one year̂ one month to smm ysar-elght months.̂  The 
differences within any age group are greater than any differences among 
groups#
Hobscm found the following in a ten year study made from 1933-34 
to 1942-43# Ih the Nblic Schools* Brookline* Massachusetts* all 
children were admitted to grade one after reaching the age of five 
years-nine months.
Children as much as nine months below the required chror̂ logieal 
age were admitted to examination and given the opportimlty to qualify 
for trial admission# This group admitted upon satisfactory eoî leticm 
of the examination was known as the youî ser or under-age group#
It was shown that the younger age group admitted by test did 
superior academic work compared with other children in their grade#
The average percent of failures of under-age children admitted 
by test was l#lj for the other (Aildren it was 5.9#
Experiœioe showed not only that these s«̂ ected younger children 
were superior to their fellows academically but that they t»uld not be 
distinguished physically after they started grade one# Hot only did 
they have fewer academic difficulties, but they were less often referred 
to school officials for emotional* social* and other personality
R̂eed 1# Shields* "1 Study Of Soma Factors That Are Related To 
Success And Failure In The First Grade Program Of School District 1* 
Missoula* Mcsitana" (unpublished Master’s thesis* The Mcmtana State 
University* Missoula* 1956), p# IB.
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loalad Justaxait a • ̂
The following recommmdationa were made by Hoba<m on completion 
of hla atudy# That a alx>*month range of chronological age for testing 
of mdeiwage children be used and a mental age of seventy-four months 
be a requirement for trial admission Into the first grade.3
Attwntlcm should also be called to the average I* Q, scores for 
each group. It will be noticed that the only average I. Q. scores 
above 110 are those for the age groups five years-elevœi months, five 
years-'ten mmths, five years-nlne months, and five years-elght months. 
None of the groups with a grade entrance age of six: years or above had 
an average I# Q. score above 110.
Figure 2, page 24, contains the data for 233 se<xmd ®rade pupils 
as grouped hy grade entering age. There were twenty-four fewer etudwts 
entexdng the second grade In September, 1952, than there were first 
graders in September, 1951. The popl3ji who were retained In grade one 
at the end of the 1951-52 school year were not included in Figure 2 
for the sewnd grade* %e earns was true for the subsequent grades, 
each year having a slightly maaller number of children than did the 
preceding year.
As In Figure 1, Figure 2 shows that there was no great difference 
in the achievement ran^ of separate age groups in grade two, but again 
there was a range of over one year in achievement for nearly eveiy 
separate age group, the exception to this being the age group of seven
2james H. Hobson, "Mmital Age Aa A Workable Criterion For School 
Admission," Elementary gste.l Joumal. 43:312-17, February, 1943.
3ibid.. p. 320.
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FIGURE 2
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT AVERAGE BATTERY SCORES FOR 233 GRADE 
STUDENTS AS GROUPED BY SECOND GRADE ENTERING AGE
-25-
years-ten month# which had a grade plac«m<sit range e<^val€nt to the 
eeventh month of grade two to the sixth month of grade three* The rest 
of the age groups had a test plaeeê nnt that lay between the range of 
three years for the age grmzp of seven years to a range of one year- 
four months for the age group of seven years-oae month# The total 
grade placement range for grade two was 1.6 to 6.7.
The large achievement spread idilch was pointed out for grade 
one age groups held for grade two* The separate age groups of the 
second grade had an achievement spread ranging frma two ysars-elevwai 
months to three years-zero months#
Figure 3f page 26| Figure page 27$ end Figure 5» page 26 
show the data for grades three, four, and five In consecutive order, 
as was shown in Figure 1 for grade one and In Figure 2 for grade 
two#
No marked differences in achievement by age group occurred.
Each age group had achlevamnt ranges that spread from a minimum of 
one year-three months to two yeare-aero months and from a maximum of 
four years-sevm months to seven years-four months.
Taoa found that when the Stanford Achievement Test was given 
to school children of age levels eight to ten, nine to eleven, and 
ten to twelve there was no signlfleant difference in variability 
of scholastic function for different ages except when the subjects 
insisted of the eight-year-old children. He thought this might 
be due to the Stanford Achievement Test being too difficult for eight- 
year-old children, so that the differences among the children could 
not be disclosed as well as for the ehlldron of other age groups. He 
concluded that there were no significant differences in chronological
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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FIGURE 3
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT AVERAGE BATTERY SCORES FOR 223 GRADE 
STUDENTS AS GROUPED BY THIRD GRADE ENTERING AGE
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FIGURE 5
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT AVERAGE BATTERY SCORES FOR 212 GRADE 
STUDENTS AS GROUPED BY FIFTH GRADE ENTERING AGE
9̂ 9 9-8
•29̂
ag« betwemi grades*̂
In Figure 1 the 257 grade ene pupils had an aehlevmient spread 
of 0*7 to 4*0 or a range of three yeare-flve monthsf In Figure 2 the 
2̂ 3 grade two pâ dls had a spread of 1#6 to 4*7 or a range of three 
7oar»-<me month# the 223 grade three pupils as shown In Figure 3, had 
a spread of 2#2 to 7*1 or a range of four years-eleeen months# In 
Figure 4# the 217 grade four students had a spread of 2.7 to 7.4 or a 
range of four years-nlne months# and the 212 grade five pupils* as 
shown in Figure 5# had a spread̂  of 3*3 to H.O or a range of seven 
yeare*four months.
As the pupils in the experimental group moved up through the 
grades there was a tendency for the separate age groups* as grouped 
hy school entering age, to have a greater grade plaeenmnt range as 
measured %gr the Stanford Achlevemmt tests.
Cornell says the following In relation to her study:
It was Bhow that grade placement had very little relation either to the status of achleveamnt for age or to chrtmologleal age, that children of the same age and the same level of 
achlevwnsnt were found at as many as five different grade 
levels and that the hl̂ ier levels of achievement at any age 
tended to he distributed over a wider range of grades than the lower.5
Conrparlsons of, achievement scores of rrade hove and grade girls 
as grouped hv grade ̂ erln^ ages. Figures 6, page 30# 7, page 31# 
d, page 32# 7, page 33# and 10, page 34 a further breakdown of
F̂ei Tsoa, "A Study Of Ihe Relationship Between Grade And Age 
And Variability," Journal Of Experimental Education. 12:193*94, Iferch, 
1944.
%thel 1. Cornell, "The Development And Application Of Age Progress Percentile Nome Of Elementary School Achievement. " Journal Of Expérimental Education. 12:225, March, 1944.
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FIGURE 6
TFemale
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT AVERAGE BATTERY SCORES FOR 128 GRADE BOTS AND 
129 GRADE GIRLS AS GROUPED BY FIRST GRADE ENTERING AŒ
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FIGURE 7
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT AVERAGE BATTERY SCORES FOR 115 GRADE BOYS AND 
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Figurtts 1 throu^ 5 in the differences in achievratent of girls and 
boya, as grouped by grade entering age, for grades one, two, three, 
four, and five respectively.
There Is no apparent pattern to the differences of the achieve­
ment of the 12® first grade boys and 129 first grade girls as shown in 
Figure 6* In one age group, for exasq̂ e that of six years-five months, 
the girls had a grade placement rwtge of 1,3 to 3,7 while the boys* 
range was 1.6 to 3.0. In the age group six years-three months the boys 
had a grade placement range of 1.4 to 3.7 and the girls* range was 1.7 
to 2.6.
aiields did find, in his study, that in the younger age groups, 
up through the group six ysars-two months, the norm achievmmont of the 
girls definitely exceeded that of the beys.̂
1%e pattern in grade one. Figure 6, of im> appreciable dlfferoice 
in achievsmmit of boys and girls as msaaured by the Stanford Achievement 
Test, held in grades two through five as shown in Figures 7 through 
10.
One pattern consistently occurred. If the boys in «me age group 
were higher than the girls in ĵ ê de placement in grade one, thw the 
boys of that group tended to keep ahead of the girls through grade five. 
The earns tendency held for any girls* age group ahead In a«Alevement in 
grade one. For examples if the beginning age group of six years*flve 
months Is followed through the ages of seven years-five months for 
grade two. Figure 7| el#it years*five moaUis for grade three. Figure 6| 
nine years-five months for grade four. Figure 9| and ten years-five
Ŝhields, 22. p. 22,
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months for grade five* Figure 10, the reader will note that the boys 
exceeded the girls in achievement in every grade with a larger spread 
in relative achievement grade by grade through grade five. And again 
if the girls of one age group were ahead of the boys in school achieve­
ment in grade one and fell behind In the next grade, by the time the 
children of that age group reached the fifth grade the girls would 
again be ahead* this was true for nearly every age group presented* 
Prescott observed the following t
When beginning first-grade boys and girls are matched according to chronological age, the performance of the girls was sometdiat superior to that of the boys, but the mean readiness swre of the overage boys was slightly higher than that of the overage girls.
The mean readiness score of the underage girls was sli^tly higher than the mean score of the underage boys#
In view of the lack of couslstenî  in superiority of girls over 
boys tdien chronological age is considered, it is the writer's 
opinion that norms by sex would be of little practical value to the test user.7
Comparisons Of achleveRmnt scores for the total group* the elrls# 
rroun. and the bora* group* The distribution of achiev̂ sent scores for 
the total experinwHital group, the girls' group, and the boys* group, for 
grades one through five, are illustrated as follows t (!) achievement 
scores for grade one are illustrated in Figure 11, page 37l (2) achieve- 
mmnt scores for grade two are Illustrated in Figure 12, page 30} (3) 
achievemmt scores for grade three are illustrated In Figure 13, page 39} 
(4) achievement scores for grade four are Illustrated in Figure 14, 
page 40} and (5) acdiievement scores for grade five are illustrated in
Figure 15, psg# 41#
Note should be taken of the intervals used for the grade
Ĝeorge A# Prescott, “Sex Differences In Metropolitan Readiness 
Test Results," Journal 0£ Educational Research. 48:610, April, 1955.
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plaettoent acorea which ar# on tb# vertical axes of Figures 11 through 
15* An interval of tw-tenths* (0.2), was used in Figures 11 through 
14# but in Figure 15 an Interval of four-tenths, (0.4), was used.
Figures 11 through 15# for grades one throu^ five respectively, 
help to show the lack of marked differences in achievement of the 
total group and the girls* group, the total group and the boys* group, 
and the girls* group and the boys* group, as measured by the Stanford 
Achievement Tests for each grade.
The extensive range of achievanent for each separate grade is 
well Illustrated in the above mentioned figures and the contrast be­
tween the achievement spread for the grades and lade of marked differ­
ences for the total group, the girls* group, and the boys* group, for 
each of the first five grades, is easily discerned.
ACHISmmNT REUTK) TO MEÎÏTAI, A(S$ AÎI0 OmomiDGICAl ACS
Relatlonshl-p of grade failure to mmital aj?e and to chronological 
see. The data rê irdlng gx̂ de failure of students in grade one and in 
grades one through five as related to mental age are given in Table I, 
page 43# The data given in Table I regarding students retained in 
grade one are shown graphically in Figure 16, page 44* The data give* 
in Table I regarding student failures in grades one throu#* five are 
shown graphically in Figure 17, page 45#
As can be seen from the colutms headed percent in Table I, there 
was a definite tendency for those pupils having low mental ages to 
have a larger percent of fallurea than those students with a high 
mental age. For example, in the percent ĉ ltsm under the heading 
wstudents retained in grades one throu#* five" 77*7 percent of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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puplX» in th« mental ag# group of 6$-66 months wore retained «>nwvihera
between grades one and five* Onljr H#1 percent of the pupils in the
mental age group of months were retained at one time before
completing the first five grades •
Table I Indicates that only one pupil with a mmital %e higher
than elĝ tywsix months was retained and this one studmit was retained
in grade one as showi. This might lead to the supposition that other
factors than mental age caused this retention#
Shields found that no grade one pupils in his study with a
mental age higher than seventy-two mcmths was retained#®
Data of Figures l6 and 17 indicate that as mental age increased
the perçut of studwts failed went dovai fbr grade «me and for grades
(me throng five#
Hildreth states that ̂ lildrsn in the convwtional first g%%de
tend to fail unless they have a mental age of about sevmity-sl% months
at the time of entrsnee into grade one# Briĵ ter ehildrm and those
with a mental age close to seventy-eiĝ t mohths by the opening of school
in Septmnber make good progress with the first grade program#̂
In a study by Gates* of four groups of childrwi* it was found
that mental age is not necessarily the only criterion on Wiich to
base success or failure# He states the following:
m  the first of the four groups of children* well adjusted to 
individual differences* a mental age of five years appears to be 
sufficient* Of the children equaling or exceeding a mmrtal age of five years In this group, none appeared to be seriously retarded 
and only 7 per e&at fell below a reading grade of 1#9?* which was
Ŝhields, 0£. cit.* p. 27.
9Gertrude Hildreth* "Age Standards For First (brade Entrance," 
idhood Question # 23(24# September* 1946#
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the average reading achievement for pupil» in America at large at the time in the school year that the measurement was made. A 
second group was found in which the minimum reading age was 
5 half»year higher. A third group recpdLred a mental age of about 6*0, or one full year higher. In a fourth group, representing 
the opposite extreme of the first, children with a montai age of 6.5 fared iwme too weU, and some of those with mental ages of 7.0 or above had difficulty. Of the latter, 36 per cent failed to exceed the national norm. General statements that any given mental age should be aehiev^ by a p%^l before he begins the loginning program are misleading.^
The data regarding chronological age as related to grade one 
failures end failures in grades one throu^ five are given in Table II, 
page 4@. There was very little relationship between either chronological 
age and the grade one failures or ehremologleal age and failures in 
grades one through five.
Graphical representation of Table II is given in Figure IS, page 
49, for students retained in grade one «uad in Figure 19, page 50, for 
students retained in grades one through five* The lacâc of relation­
ship between chronological age and grade failure is easily observed when 
one studies these figures.
Relationship of experimental group medians, of pyades one through 
five, to mental are and to chronological age. Data in Table III, page 
51, indicate that the negative relationship of advancing mental age 
and grade failure was also fo\md in the relationship of mmtal age to 
achievemmat below the grade median. 3h grade <me one-hundred percent of 
the stWents with a mental age of sixty months or lower achieved grade 
placement scores below the group median for the first grade. Figure 20, 
page 52, shows a picture of the close relationship of mental age and
lOArthur I. Gates, "The Necessary Mental Age For Beginning 
Reading," Zhe Elementary School Journal. 37*497-300, 1937.
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achievement for those pupils achieving below the group median in grade 
one*
The data in Table IH show that one>»hundred pezrcent of the 
students with a mental ago of eighty months or lower achieved below the 
group nmdlan for grade two; In grade three eightywthree percent of the 
students with a mental age of ninety months or lower and eighty-four 
percent of the students with a mental age of one»hundred months or 
lower achieved below the group median for grade three; in grade four 
one-hundred pereimt of the students with a mental age of one-hundred 
months or lower achieved below the group median for grade four; and in 
grade five one-hundred percent of the studemts with a mental age of 
one-hundred and ten months or lower achieved below the gro%̂  median for 
grade five*
Data shown in Table IH for grade two are gra#iicaUy illustrated 
in Figure 21̂  page 54» Data shown in Table lU for grade three are 
graphically illustrated in Figure 22̂  page 55* Data shown in Table III 
for grade four are graphically illustrated in Figure 23, page $6. Data 
shown in Table HI for grade five are graphically illustrated in 
Figure 24» page 57*
These figures show timt mwital ago seemmi important for schol­
astic achievemmt as measured by the Stanford Achievement Tests for 
School District 1» îîlssoula, Montana*
In studying mental age factors as related to scholastic 
achievement for four grades in schools A and B» Tsoa found that the 
variability Im mental age had a standard deviation increase of 10.82 
to 17.03 for four grades In school A. In school B, there was a 
difference of 5.36 points in the standard deviations of the four grades. 
He concluded that significant dlfferwices existed in mental age
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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grades as related to school achievement.^
Figures through 24 show the esssm pattern for the relation*
^Ip between the grade medians end montai age that Figures 16 and 17 
presented for retmtlon*
Arthur found that by grouping children into mental age groups, 
with a mlnlmm age group of five yeara*sero months to five years*four 
months and a maxiaajm age group of seven years*flve months to seven 
years*nine months, the reading oonqprehanslon scores of the groups 
Increased as the mental age increased. The optimum age group was 
found to be that of six yearo*five months to six years*nine months.
The returns for the effort expcmded was matezdally increased in this 
group. It was fomd that a meaital age of six to six and a half years 
was in gwieral necessary for first grade achievement.^
Table IF, page 59, gives the corresponding data for chronological 
age that Table IH did for mental age. Table IT indicates that no 
close relationship held between chronological age and idiether a stud­
ent acdiieved the grade m^an as measured by the Stanford Achievement 
Tests for the first five grades of School District 1.
The data of Table IT is graphically presented in Figure 25, 
page 60, for grade one; in Figure 26, page 61, for grade two; in Fig­
ure 27, page 62, for grade three; In Figure 28, page 63, for grade 
four; and in Figure 29, page 64, for grade five.
The above five figures show the same lack of relationship
llTsoa, 2E. oit.. p. 194*
l^race Arthur, *A Quantitative Study Of The Results Of Grouping 
Firet-%%de Claaees Aocordiug To Mental Age," Journal ̂  Educational 
Research, 12tl77**79, 1925#
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between ehronolxigloal age and achievement that existed between chrono­
logical age and retention in grades one through five as shown in Figures 
Id and 19*
A PAHTIAI. STATISTICAI. TREATMEOT
A scatter, diagram illustrating the correlation betwewt chrono­
logical age and school achievement for grade one.
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1t!
6—1 to 
6-2 5 17 n 5 3 415-il to 
&K) 2 3 11 9 d 5 6 44
1
5-9 to 5-10 4 4 10 4 2 4 1 29
5̂ i to 5-d '1 1 2 2 1 7
t 1 é 29 59 58 55 24 21 2 257
r *
R-257 
Xd̂ d̂ŷ lOO 
-3JOO
rw2y^54 
rfd^x"635 
N(Xdxdy) - (ZfdxXXfdy) - .155
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VITTT
• 0.063
CH m 0.155m 2̂ 46 6.063
2.46 > 1.96$ «significant on the .05 level
of eonfld«mee.
A scatter diaispam tllnatraiting the correlation between mental 
end gchool achievement for grade one.
Grade placement scores as measured by Stanford Achievement Tests0.6—
Of?
1.0-
w
1.4—1̂ 7
1.3-
2 A
2.2—
2f5
2.6-2,7 3.<X- 3.4-3f7
3.8- f
g
ÿ
ëü̂ '-to 1 1
7-11 to 1 ■ 2 2 2 1 8
7-wo to 7-10 3 2 8 5 1 19
7-1 to 7-5 1 4 6 n 15 6 5 47
6-â to 1 7-0 1 4 12 25 13 9 10 1 74
6-3 to 6-7 4 13 u 11 2 2 485-10 to 6—2 2 8 14 6 4 1 355—5 to 5-9 3 6 6 2 175-0 to 5-A 1 1 1 1 4
4—7 to 
4-11 I 2 34-2 to
4—6 1 1
1 f 1 8 29 60 58 54 24 21 2 257
N-257
21djcd̂ 6d
rfdy-164
rfdxî-27
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- 6 7 .
* (Zfdx)(Zfdy)V[> - <Z?dx)f tyiW2y - (
" \ 7 # r
.713
 ----  0.063
m  • - 11.40*063
11.4>2.53 Mghly significant on the .01 levelof confidence.
Relationship betifccn the tivo r*s.
CTd- • <JI
~ *2 V üaiîï'? 257̂ - 3
CT'Q^m 0.039
CR .  . 8.5-̂(Tbg 0.039
2.58 **9 .01 level of cwifldence.
8.5^> 2.58 hence highly significant on .01
level.
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CHAPTER I?
SUM?4ARt AND RECOMMETTOATIONS
smmAm
Comparlsong of achievement scores of student# &a grottped hr 
grade enterinjg aa-es. There iraa no great dlffeiwice in the achlevmnent 
range of separate age groups for each of the grades one through five, 
as measured by Stanford Achievement Tests, but each grade did have a 
large xenge of achievmMmt spread. This spread in range varied from 
a minimum of three srears-one mcmth for grade two to a maximm of 
seven years-feur months for grade ̂ ve.
Comparisons of aehlevwMHit s<x)res of grade boys and grade girls 
as grouped by prrade Altering ages. There was m  apparent differences 
in the achievement of boys and girls in grades one throû i five in 
School District 1, Missoula, Montana, as measured by achievement tests.
One pattern was observed# That was If the boys or girls of one 
age group were higher in achlevmaent in grade one, then the sex that 
was high in grade one would usually be higher when the age group 
reached grade five.
CkMnnarlsons of achievement scores for the total grotin# the girls* 
group* and the bovs* group. The figures listed under this heading in 
the «treatromat of the data** again showed the lack of maxked differences 
between the achievement of the total group and girls* group, the total 
group and the boys* group, and the girls* group and the boys* group.
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Tho «xtenslTC» range of achievement for the groupa of each grade was i«ell 
Illustrated in this section*
Belationchtpa of grade fsilure to mental age and to chronological 
age. It was found in this study that If a student had a mental age of 
05-d6 months there was little likelihood that he would fail in grade 
one. This was in contrast to %diat Oates found. He showed that in cer­
tain groups at least thirty-six percent of the studmits failed who had 
a mental age of eighty-four months, page 47*
Ko apimrent relationship was found in this study between 
chronological age and pupil failure as measured by the Stanford Achieve­
ment tests given in District 1,
Relationship of experimental eroun medians of /grades one throuiFdhi 
five to mental a<»e and to chronological age. A close relationship 
existed betwemi smital age and scholastic achievement of pupils in 
grades one through five. If the mental age went down, the percent of 
students achieving the grade medians went down. Id every grade eae- 
cept grade two the mental ages of w>me students went low enough so 
that one-hundred percent of that groiq» achieved helaw the group median 
for the grade, %ls close relationship of mental age to achievement 
was also found by Tsoa and Arthur, pages 53 and 53# Arthur fomd a 
mental age of six and a half years was necessary for first grade achieve­
ment.
The same lack of relationship that was evident between chrono­
logical ago and otudait failure was again apparent between chronological 
ago and aehievemmt of grade medians as measured by the Stanford 
Achievement Teats,
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REOOMTĈ TDATIGHS
Most school officials realize that factors other than chrono­
logical age should be taken into consideration inhen a criterion is 
being set up for entrance into scWol* but these same officials 
g^erally use chronological age as their main entrance requirement*
This is probably due, at least in part, to the difficulties that arise 
from setting up a nev criterion*
It is the writer* s opinion that farther research and practice 
should be made in using mental age, in conjunction uith chronological 
age, as part of a criterion for setting up requirement* on school 
entrance*
It is up to the superintendents and principals to start the use 
of a new criterion for scdiool entrance* These are the men idu> have 
control, at least in part, of the entrance of pupils into school* Only 
-with their help and leadership will a start toward educating the public 
into realizing that chronological age should not be the only require­
ment for school isitranee*
After the people as a whole realize that changes should be made, 
then new laws and recommendations will be put into effect* Changes 
usually occur over a period of many years, in some eases as many as 
twenty or thirty years* In this case it is time for school officials 
and teachers to begin the re-education of the public so they the people 
realize the status of our present school wtrance laws are in­
adequate for the children iw»w entering school*
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APPENDIX A
FiiPlls left ont of this stndy. Two pupils with cooplet# data 
regarding the tequlremente of inclusion In the study were not included 
for the foUjowing reasons s They were the only two students Wio had 
been promoted through two grades in one year* They did not represoit 
a large enough eang>le to warrant study*
One pupil was retained in two different grades during his 
first five years In school* This pupil was not included in the 
study for reasons sissllar to those listed above*
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APPENDIX B
Raw data trcm which the result# of the study verts made.
Chronologleal Achlevememt PlacementStudent I. Q* Age Grades 1 2 3 4 5
1 130 5-3 2.9 3.6 5.4 6.0 3.72 133 5-3 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.7 7.5
3 132 5-3 3-2 3.9 4.3 6.d 7.64 219 5-3 3.2 3.8 4.0 6.0 6.95 112 5-3 2.1 2.3 3.1 3.9 4.66 103 5-3 2.5 2.7 3.5 4.7 5.27 106 5-3 2.6 2.3 4.1 5.1 6.1a 122 5-9 2.2 3.4 5.2 6.1 3.1
9 104 5-9 1.3 2.9 3.3 3.8 5.110 119 5-9 2.2 3.3 4.1 5.4 7.311 114 5-9 2.4 3.4 4.6 5.9 7.012 131 5-9 3.0 3.5 5.6 6.4 8.3
13 116 5-9 2.4 3.0 4.5 5.0 6.2
14 122 5-9 3.4 3.5 5.2 5.9 6.5
15 117 5-9 2.3 3.4 4.1 5.7 6.316 115 5-9 3.6 4.5 5.9 6.4 9.0
17 122 5-9 3.5 3.6 4.2 6.0 7.3IB 110 5-9 2.9 3.3 4.9 7.0 7.5
19 124 5-9 2.3 2.7 3.7 4.2 5.520 113 5-9 3.4 3.4 4.4 4.9 7.321 107 5-9 2.3 3.2 4.2 4.9 6.922 117 5-9 2.0
23 117 5-10 2.5 3.7 4.2 5.2 6.4
24 236 5-20 2.6 3.7 4.5 6.0 6.5
25 114 5-10 2.5 3.3 3.8 6.0 6.926 lid 5-10 3.3 4.7 7.1 7.3 11.0
27 111 5-10 1.7 2.9 3.6 5.3 6.52d 106 5-10 2.2 3.2 4.2 4.8 6.1
29 117 5-10 1.7 2.9 3.7 4.6 5.3
30 116 5-10 2.3 2.2 2.7 2.3 3.831 112 5-10 2,4 3.6 4.3 5.0 5.3
32 104 5-10 2.0 2.7 3.9 4.5 5.733 125 5-10 3.1 4.7 4*5 5.9 8.2
34 105 5-10 1.6 2.4 2.5 3.4 4.2
35 112 5-10 2.0 2.7 3.3 4.5 5.936 105 5-10 1.4
37 114 5-11 1.7 2.3 3.6 4.0 5.93d 115 5-11 2.5 3.7 3.9 5.5 6.3
39 127 5-11 2.9 3.7 4.8 5.7 7.940 104 5-11 3.4 3.5 3.9 5.3 7.6
41 112 5-11 3.6 3.2 4.0 5.3 5.6
42 103 5-11 2.7 3.2 3.9 4.9 6.3
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Student
U3A4
45
46
47 4d
4950
51
52
5354
5556
5758
5960 
61 62
63
646566 
67 
6B
6970
71
72
7374
7576
7778
7980 
81 82
83
84
8586
8788
8990
9192
Chronological Achievement Placement
I. Q. Ag« Grades 1 2 3 4 5
102 5-11 1.9 2.7 3.4 4.3 4.9114 5-11 3.4 3.8 5.0 6.6 6.7122 5-11 2.9 3.4 5.7 6.7 8.4115 5-11 2.5 3.7 5.1 6.2 7.0m 5-11 2,0 2.7 2.9 4.1 5.2116 5-11 3.3 3.6 4.0 5.2 5.9124 5-H 2.4 3.6 4.9 6.6 8.6
114 5-11 3.2 4.2 6.1 6.6 8.6125 5-11 3.7 4.7 5.9 6.8 9.3122 5-H 2.4 3.2 4.2 5.4 6.5110 5-11 2.0 2,7 3.4 4.1 4.4119 5-H 3.2 4.7 4.6 5.9 7.9103 5-H 2.4 2,2 2,7 4.5104 5-H 1.3 2.1 2.3101 5-H 1.7 2.3
74 5-H 1.0113 6^ 3.4 3.7 4.4 5.8 6.3107 6-0 2.5 3.1 4.3 5.2 5.8104 8—0 1.9 2.7 3.6 4.5 5.3132 6-0 3.5 3.2 4.3 6,0 6.2101 6-0 2.8 3.2 4.2 5.9 6.1
107 6—0 2.2 3.5 3.1 3.9 4.8111 6-0 1.9 3.2 3.8 5.4 6.8
123 6-0 3.3 4.6 5.8 6.6 9.1107 6-0 2.0 2.9 3.7 4.4 5.4120 6—0 2.6 3.1 4.6 5.6 6.7
117 6-0 2.7 2.6 3.3 4.8 5.3
113 6-0 2.6 3.4 5.9 6.7 8.7
113 6-0 3.2 3.4 4.5 6.6 7.6109 6—0 2.4 3.2 3.6 4.8 5.3
117 6-0 2.0 3.7 4.1 5.1 7.2HI 6-0 2.2 3.8 4.5 6,1 7.0
118 6-0 2.6 3.6 4.4 5.4 6.7
103 6-0 1.9 2.4 2.2
109 6—0 2.1 2.1
93 6—0 1.5 1.6102 6-0 1.8
97 6-0 1.3
117 6—1 1.9 3.0 3.5 4.6 5.4203 6—1 2.0 2.8 3.9 5.4 5.7
116 6—1 2.4 2.9 4.0 5.6 6.3121 6-1 2.9 3.5 4.6 5.2 5.7
95 6-1 2.3 2.9 3.6 4.4 4.3115 6-1 2.7 3.5 4.3 5.3 6.899 6-1 1.9 2.2 2.9 3.6 4.999 6-1 1.9 3.0 3.3 4.7 4.9126 6-1 2.1 3.4 5.0 6.7 7.7
104 6-1 2.9 3.2 4.2 5.1 6,2101 6-1 2.3 2,7 3.5 4.8 5.7
110 6-1 2.1 2.8 3.2 4.3 5.2
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Chronological PlacemmntStud<mt I. Q. Age Orades 1 2 3 4 5
93 105 6—1 3.1 3.3 3.0 5.3 5.594 in 6-1 3.1 3.5 3.8 5.5 6.295 122 6-1 2.5 3.1 3.6 5.7 7.696 122 6-1 2.0 2.9 4.2 5.0 6.497 114 6-1 2.3 2.8 3.7 4.9 6,393 114 6-1 2.5 3.4 4.1 6.5 7.799 105 6-1 2.6 2.5 3.6 4.4 5.3100 94 6-1 2.1 3.0 3.9 4.5 5.1101 118 6-1 1.7 3.2 5.3 5.8 9.1102 99 6-1 1.9 2.6 3.6 3.7103 99 6̂ 1 2.3 2.3 2.8 2,7104 90 6-1 1.8 2.1 2.5105 117 6—1 2.1 3.2 3.1106 90 6-1 2.0 2.6 3.0
107 104 6-1 1.8 2.7108 90 6—1 1.4109 116 6 -1 1.6
n o 112 6-2 2.1 3.0 3.6 5,0 5.5111 U5 6—2 2.5 4.2 5.5 6.1 7.4112 120 6-2 3.1 4.2 5.4 6,2 8,2113 95 6-2 1.8 3.2 3.7 5.2 4.9
114 104 6—2 2.4 2.8 3.7 5.0 4,7H5 m 6-2 2.1 3.1 4.0 5.5 7.6
116 104 6-2 2.3 2.3 3.0 4̂ 5 5.2
117 112 6-2 2.2 3.2 3.3 4.7 5.7113 114 6—2 2.0 3.2 4.6 5.8 6.5
119 117 6-2 2.6 3.8 4.5 5.9 6,9120 114 6-3 3.7 4.7 6.1 6.9 7.9121 102 6-3 2.2 2,9 4.3 5.4 5.8122 118 6-3 3.0 3.9 4.8 5.2 8.1123 112 6—3 1.4 3.5 4.2 4.7 5.5
124 113 6-3 1.9 3.4 3.8 4.9 6.4
125 m 6-3 2,4 3.9 4.8 6,0 6,7126 95 6-3 1.5 2.7 3.8 4.8 5.4
127 101 6-3 2,1 3.4 3.9 4.3 4.9128 n o 6-3 1 .8 3.1 4.3 5.6 6,1
129 139 6—3 2,7 3.9 4.6 6.8 8,0130 99 6-2 1.5
131 80 6—2 1.4132 95 6-3 2.0 2.4 3.7
133 99 6-3 1.8 2.2134 96 6-3 1.7
135 112 6—4 2.9 3.6 4 .7 5.8 6.9136 108 6-4 2.6 3.1 3.9 5.0 5.8
137 108 6-4 2.4 3.0 3.8 5.0 5.4138 114 6-4 2.6 3.2 4.3 5.5 6.3
139 102 6-4 2.3 3.2 3.6 4.6 5.5140 92 6—4 1.9 2.8 3.5 4.4 4.7
141 125 6-4 3.1 3.4 5.1 6.0 7.6142 115 6—4 2.6 3.6 5.2 6.3 9.6
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Chronological Achiareasent Placensnt5tud@nt I* Q. Ago Gradaa 1 2 3 4 5
143 114 6—4 2.5 3.4 4.9 5.5 6.51^ 103 6—4 2.0 2.5 3.7 4.7 6,1U5 37 6—4 1.4 3.2 3.2 4.3 5.3146 120 6-4 2.6 4.1 5.2 5.9 7.0147 105 6—4 2.2 2.5 3.1 4.0 5.8
im 91 6—4 2.4 3.1 4.3 5.0 6.7149 99 6-4 2.8 3.4 3.6 5.0 5.5150 119 6—4 2.3 3.1 5.1 5.5 6.5151 104 6—4 2.0 2.9 2.8 4.1 4.4152 102 6-4 2.7 2.9 4.7 5.5 6,3153 130 6-4 3.7 4.7 5.3 7.4 8.4154 103 6—4 2.6 3.9 4.1 4.9 7.2155 109 6-4 3.5 4.4 5.6 6.4 8,0156 103 6—4 3.1 3.5 4.2 5.3 6.0157 117 6—4 2,6 3.2 4.3 5.4 6.0153 39 6—4 2.1 2.5 2.7 3.4159 92 6-4 1.3 2.2160 91 6-4 1.3161 64 6-4 1.3162 89 6-4 1.5163 75 6—4 1.2164 33 6-4 1.6165 123 6-4 2.1166 105 6-5 2.0 2.7 3.9 4.4 4.8
167 120 6-5 2.3 3.8 5.6 6.6 7.6163 107 6-5 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.9 5.7
169 101 6—5 2.5 2.9 3.7 5.4 6.5170 112 6-5 2.4 4.2 5.0 5.7 8.3
171 125 6-5 2.5 3.3 3.6 4.4 6.0
172 100 6-5 2.0 2.9 4.3 5.2 6.2
173 107 6—5 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.9 5.7
174 125 6—5 3.0 3.6 5.2 6.3 8.0175 111 6-5 2.7 4.4 5.4 6.9 6.7176 102 6-5 2.6 2.6 3.5 5.0 5.7
177 111 6-5 2.6 3.7 5.3 5.5 6.3173 97 6-5 1.9 2.9 3.8 4.2 5.1
179 307 6-5 1.6 2.9 3.7 4.5 6.1ISO 114 6-5 1.7 3.2 4.5 5.5 6.2ISl 113 6-5 2.9 4.2 5.3 5.8 7.5
132 113 6-5 3.7 4.6 5.8 6.6 8.5
133 93 6-5 3.4 3.8 4.2 5.3 8.4134 111 6-5 3.4 4.2 6.7 6.8 8.6
135 99 6-5 2.2 2.6 3.6 4.0 4.9
136 103 6-5 1.9 2.9 2,5 4.0 5.0
137 101 6-5 1.9 3.1 4.0 5.2 5.7133 92 6-5 1.3
139 101 6-6 1.8 2.7 3.3 4.1 4.8
190 100 6—6 2.1 2.9 3.9 5.4 6.3
191 103 6—6 3.4 3.9 5.1 5.8 6.8192 91 6—6 2.6 2.6 3.8 5.0 5.2
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Chronological Achievca:Lsnt PlacerjsntStudent I. Q. Age Grades 1 2 3 4 5
193 116 6-6 3.3 4.0 5.0 6,5 7.5194 107 6-6 3.0 3.2 5.1 5.8 7.0195 99 6-6 3.1 3.7 5.3 7.1 7.3196 305 6-6 2.3 4.1 4*5 5.8 8.4197 115 6—6 2.6 3.8 4.4 5.5 6.8193 39 6-6 1.9 2.9 3.1 4.6 5.4199 105 6-6 2.2 2.6 3.5 3.8 5-5200 104 6-6 3.4 4.0 5.6 6.5 8.5201 104 6-6 2-7 2.3 4.3 5.5 7.3202 103 6-6 2.6 3.2 5-2 7.1 7.0203 109 6—6 2.1 2.9 4.0 5.3 6.4204 120 6—6 2.5 3.3 4.4 5.1 7.3
205 loa 6—6 2.7 4.2 4.8 6.3 7.3
206 105 6-6 2,2 3.5 4.3 6,5 8.4
207 107 6-6 2,3 3.4 4.3 6.2 7.9203 101 6-6 2,6 3.5 4.4 5.8 7.3209 106 6-6 2.0 2.7 3.2 3.4210 82 6-6 2.0 2,5211 84 6-6 1.6 1.8212 100 6—6 1.4
213 91 6—6 1.5
214 97 6-7 1.6 2.4 3.1 3.8 4.9215 122 6-7 2.3 3.0 4.9 6.0 9.2216 109 6-7 3.0 3.9 4.5 5.6 7.6
217 105 6-7 2.9 3.3 5.2 6,5 7.0
213 107 6-7 3.1 3.4 4.5 5.4 6.2
219 106 6-7 2.8 3.4 5.2 5.9 6.9220 106 6-7 2.3 3.0 4,0 5.4 5.9221 84 6-7 1.3 2.9 3.3 4.4 4.1222 101 6-7 2.0 2.9 4.0 5.1 5.0
223 103 6-7 2.1 2.5 3.1 4.7 5.8
224 106 6-7 2.6 3.9 4.3 5.5 7.3225 103 6-7 2.6 2.7 3.0 4.1 5.2226 108 6-7 2.4 2.9 3.7 4.4 5.1
227 123 6-7 4.0 4.7 6,4 6.6 9.0
223 105 6-7 2.4 3.0 3.3 3.7 /w5
229 109 6-7 1.6 2.2
230 75 6-7 1.6
231 80 6-7 .7232 93 6-3 1.7 2.9 3.3 4.1 5.0
233 113 6—8 2.8 3.9 4.3 6.3 6.5234 105 6-8 3.4 4.7 5.5 7.1 9.1235 113 6-8 3.1 3.7 4.7 5.9 7.1236 110 6-3 2.4 3.3 5.0 6.0 7.8
237 93 6-3 2.9 3.7 4.4 6.2 7.3233 96 6r8 2.7 3.6 4.5 5.6 7.3
239 106 6-8 2.7 3.7 4.3 5.7 7.3240 112 6-3 1.9 3.0 3.9 5.5 6.7
241 87 6-8 2.3 3.2 4.3 4.7 5.2242 106 6-8 2.7 3.9 5.2 6.6 8.0
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-79-
Chronological Achievement PlacementStudent I# Q# Age Grades 1 2 3 4 5
243 95 6-8 1.9 2.9 4.2 6-3 6.5244 97 6-8 2.8 3.2 3.5 5.6 6.8245 102 6-8 2.5 3-6 5.0 5.7 6,6246 112 6-8 3.0 3-2 4.3 5.4 7.2247 U2 6-8 2.3 3.2 4.3 4.8 6.0248 81 6-8 1.7 1.9249 81 6-8 1.2250 112 6-9 2.8 3.6 5.0 6.4 7.5251 105 6-9 3.6 4.7 5.6 7.3 8.5252 106 6-9 2.5 3.1 3.8 4.5 6.5253 101 6-10 2.5 2.7 4.0 4.8 5.7254 102 6-10 3.0 3.6 4.8 6.3 8.6255 105 6-10 2.7 2.7 3.5 4.1 4.9256 86 6-10 1.5257 79 6-10 1.2
The ĉ ironologieal ages as s!K>im abeve are the students ages as 
of September* 1951#
The SNmtal ages used In the study rare derived from the I. Q. 
scores and the chMmological ages of the rtud^ts* The following 
formula «as used in deriving the mental ages: KA » IQJf CA
3m '
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